How to effectively approximate real-valued parameters with binary codes plays a central role in neural network binarization. In this work, we reveal an important fact that binarizing different layers has a widely varied effect on the compression ratio of network and the loss of performance. Based on this fact, we propose a novel and flexible neural network binarization method by introducing the concept of layer-wise priority which binarizes parameters in inverse order of their layer depth. In each training step, our method selects a specific network layer, minimizes the discrepancy between the original real-valued weights and its binary approximations following block coordinate descent scheme. During the iteration of the above process, it is significant that we can flexibly decide whether to binarize the remaining floating layers or not and explore a trade-off between the loss of performance and the compression ratio of model. The resulting binary network is applied for efficient pedestrian detection. Experimental results on several benchmarks show that under the same compression ratio, the model compressed by our method achieves much lower miss rate and faster detection speed than those obtained by the state-of-the-art neural network binarization method.
INTRODUCTION
Deep learning methods have shown excellent performance in many domains, especially in the field of computer vision. Actually, in almost all visual tasks, the state-of-the-art methods are all based on deep neural networks. However, these deep learning-based methods heavily rely on devices with high computational power and large memory, which limits their applications seriously. For example, the VGG-16 model [1] is over 500 MB and needs about 40 billion floating-point operations per image. The growing depth and size of deep neural network brings a great challenge for the deployment on mobile and embedded devices. Therefore, network compression has become an urgent and important research topic.
Currently, a group of network compression methods [2, 3, 4] are advanced to binarize real-valued networks. In particular, they utilize different iterative thresholding strategies to approximate the weights of real-valued networks with ±1 according to their signs. With the help of these neural network binarization methods, we can greatly speed up the forward network computation and reduce network storage at least by a factor of 32 (when the original weights are singleprecision floating-point numbers). However, most of these methods
The corresponding author of this paper is Yi Xu (xuyi@sjtu.edu.cn). This work was supported in part by NSFC (61671298, 61502301, U1611461, 61521062), STCSM (17511105401) and China's Thousand Youth Talents Plan. binarize all parameters in networks simultaneously. Such a strategy suffers from two problems. Firstly, the approximation errors caused by binarization are dramatically aggregated through all layers and thus difficult to converge. The performance of a binarized network is highly dependent on the discrepancy between the binary codes and the corresponding real-valued weights, generally resulting in serious degradation, such as the loss of accuracy in classification tasks or the increase of miss rate in detection tasks. Secondly, binarizing all parameters limits the flexibility of these methods on exploring a trade-off between the loss of performance and the compression ratio.
To explicitly address the above problems, we propose a novel and flexible layer-wise network binarization (LWB) method. Specifically, we find that 1) the effects of parameter binarization are widely varied across different network layers in terms of the loss of performance and the compression ratio of the network model, and 2) generally the binarization of deeper layers in a network leads to high compression ratio with little impact on performance. Based on these two facts, we propose a novel and flexible neural network binarization method by introducing the concept of layer-wise priority which binarizes parameters in inverse order of their layer depth. In each training step, our method selects a specific network layer, minimizes the discrepancy between the original real-valued weight and it binary approximations. This layer-wise network binarization method is inspired by the block coordinate descent manner. During the binarization process, we can flexibly determine whether to continue binarizing the remaining floating-point layers and achieve the tradeoff between the loss of performance and the compression ratio of network model. The scheme of our method is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Our method is validated in the task of pedestrian detection, in which case both detection accuracy and computation efficiency are highly demanded. Experimental results show that the proposed L-WB method is effective and flexible for network binarization, which converges more quickly and achieves much lower miss rate under the same compression ratio compared with its competitors.
BACKGROUND
Binary Weight Networks. Typically, we can reduce parameters' size by using fewer bits [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] , and M. Rastegari [4] proposes Binary Weight Networks (BWN) as follow: Denote an L-layer CNN as
represents the set of filters in the l th layer and (c, w, h) denotes the number of channels, width and height of each filter, and K l represents the number of filters in l th layer. Similarly, for each layer, the input tensor can be represented as I l=1,...,L . The BWN method estimates each float-point filter W lk with a real-valued scale factor α lk ∈ R + and a binary filter B lk ∈ {+1, −1} c×w×h , i.e., W lk ≈ α lk B lk . As a result, the original convolution operation can be approximated by
where symbol * represents traditional convolution operation while ⊕ indicates the convolution operation with binary filters. The optimal binarization is achieved by solving the optimization problem:
where vec(·) vectorizes its input and · 2 represents the 2 norm. The solution of (2) is α * lk = 1 n vec(W lk ) 1 and B * lk = sign(W lk ), where n = c × w × h, · 1 represents the 1 norm, and sign(·) returns 1 for nonnegative element and −1 otherwise.
All of the parameters in the network are binarized simultaneously. More details of the algorithm can be found in [4] . It should be noted that the BWN method and our LWB method proposed in the following section are not only suitable for CNNs. They can also be extended directly to other neural network architectures.
One reason why BWN suffers from nontrivial loss of performance in deep network is that it ignores the difference between layers in the network and binarizes them in a unified manner. In fact, the influences of different layers on network compression may often be very different. We binarize different layers of the YOLOv2 network [10] using the BWN method 1 and show the variations of the miss rate and the model size in Tab. 1. The results reflect that: 1) the contributions of different layers to network compression are inconsistent because the numbers of their parameters are different, the latter layers generally contain more parameters due to the increment of channel numbers, and 2) the loss of performance is widely varied when we binarize different layers, generally binarizing the latter layers has little negative effect on the performance.
LAYER-WISE NETWORK BINARIZATION
According to the above analysis, we propose a flexible network binarization method with a layer-wise priority strategy. Given an L-layer 
network, the priority of a layer is generally varied inversely with respect to its depth. In each binarization step, we select the layer with the highest priority to implement our binarization algorithm, minimizing the discrepancy between the original real-valued parameters and its binary approximations. It should be noted that even if the layer-wise priority is defined based on other metrics, rather than the depth of layer, our LWB algorithm is still feasible.
In the i th binarization step, we assume the last i − 1 layers of the target network have been binarized and the task is to binarize the last i th layer. Denote the initial neural network in the i th binarization step as
represents the set of real-valued parameters in the j th layer and α
represents the set of binarized parameters in the j th layer learned in previous binarization steps. Our LWB method further binarizes the parameters in the (L−i+1) th layer (the layer with the highest priority), i.e., WL−i+1, and keeps the performance of the network by minimizing the loss function that is used to train the original network:
where I1 is the training data, i.e., the input tensor of the 1 st layer, and the initial point of the problem is W (i) .
In the training process, we apply a strategy similar to block coordinate descent method (BCD) [13] . In LWB, the target is to minimize the loss function Loss(W|I1) = Loss(W1, W2, ..., WL|I1), where Wi is a parameter block of the i th layer to be binarized, start with an initial variable values:
In each iteration, we binarize one particular variable blob W (k−1) m at a time and fine-tune the network:
In each training step of LWB, the parameters binarized in previous steps are fixed. The remaining parameters are updated according to the gradients. Repeating the above iteration till loss function converges for m times, we can obtain a network with m binarized layers. Training an L-layer Neural network can be considered as an optimization problem which tends to minimize the target function F (I, W), where I is the input and W = {W1, W2, ..., WL} denotes the weight parameters of L layers. To minimize the loss function, most of training schemes are based on gradient descent strategy. The scheme of our flexible LWB method is given in Algorithm 1.
Compared with existing network binarization methods, our LW-B method is more flexible. We can define an explicit criterion and then stop our binarization process at a certain layer once the criterion is violated. For example, in each binarization step, we perserve the binarized network in the previous step and obtain the new one.
Algorithm 1 Flexible Layer-wise Binarization
Input: Training data I1, validation data Iv, initial network W (0) , preset metric of layer-wise priority, learning rate η and threshold τ . Output: Binarized network W * .
1: i = 0 2: while Loss(W (i) ; Iv) < τ do 3:
Preserve current network Wcurrent = W (i)
4:
while Loss(W (i) ; I1) does not converge do 5: for the float-weight layer with highest priority: W for k = 1 to K l do 7:
for l = 1 : L do 10:
if W
is binarized then 11:
13: else 14:
. 19 :
To determine whether we go to the next binarization step, the loss of learned network over the validation set will be compared with a predefined threshold. More sophisticated criteria can also be developed to achieve a trade-off between the compression ratio of network and the loss of performance.
In order to reduce training steps and accelerate the LWB method, we propose to binarize a batch of high-priority layers (i.e., generally those deep layers) rather than a single layer at the beginning of our algorithm. Contributed to LWB, the backward propagation is accelerated because updating parameters in binarized layers is unnecessary. The forward propagation is also accelerated because binary convolution only involves additions and subtractions. Moreover, it should be noted that compared with those methods that binarize all parameters simultaneously, our method requires more steps but converges much more quickly. As a result, our LWB method is at least comparable to its competitors like BWN on the runtime of the whole binarization process. More detailed experimental results and comparisons will be given in the following experimental section.
FEASIBILITY AND ERROR ANALYSIS
Taking advantage of a similar idea like alternating optimization and block coordinate descent (BCD) [13] , LWB is feasible and justifiable with a better convergence than all-layer binarization. For each sub-problem in (4), we can obtain a good initial point from the solution of the previous sub-problem, and we only need to binarize one more layer. Empirically, denote the real-valued network obtained in each SGD step as Wr. If we binarize all layers simultaneously, the error between Wr and its binary approximation will be aggregated and amplified through the forward propagation in the next SGD step. Large approximation error will finally affect the estimation of gradient through the backward propagation, and the final binary network will be very long and unstable. We have to choose very small learning rate to avoid failures of convergence. In contrast, our LWB method just binarizes one more layer in each binarization step. In the i th step, we just need to learn W (i+1) from the initial point W (i) .
This sub-problem is much simpler because: 1) Compared with the original problem, we have a good initial point in this sub-problem because the distance between W (i+1) and W (i) is smaller than that between Wr and W (0) in general. 2) We don't need to binarize all layers, the approximation errors involved in forward and backward propagation in each SGD step is smaller than those in the original problem. In other words, the learning process of the sub-problem has a much better initial point and more stable gradients. Therefore, the binarization process of our LWB method is more controllable and has much lower risk to fall into a bad local optimum.
Theoretically, it can be proved that the approximation error is minimized by our LWB scheme. Consider a simplified network F with two convolutional layers and no bias items: F (I) = W2W1I. If two layers are binarized in one pass: {Wi = αiBi + i}i=1,2, then we have F = α2α1B2B1I. Binarizing each layer leads to a certain loss of information, which are aggregated and amplified in the forward propagation process. Therefore, the lost information is difficult to restore in the subsequent re-training process. In contrast, our LWB scheme allows firstly binarizing the second layer of the network formulated as: F = α2B2W1I. At this time, the parameters of the first layers are floating-point numbers. Then we re-train the network until it converges. On one hand, there is no information loss of W1. On the other hand, the high precision floating-point weights on this layer can help the network to approach the original optimal solution. They can compensate for the information loss caused by binarizing the second layer. Thus, the network obtained after this step is much closer to the original real-valued network with less approximation error. With this accurate initial model, we continue to binarize the first layer and train the network to convergence. Compared with one-pass binarization of both layers, the approximation error is effectively reduced by our layer-wise binarization scheme.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this work, we apply the proposed LWB method to binarize Y-OLOv2 and test its performance in pedestrian detection task.
Model Setup. YOLOv2 is a generic object detection method which is performed with the Darknet framework [10] . By comparing the accuracy and speed of many state-of-the-art object detection methods [14, 15, 16, 17, 10] , YOLOv2 is used in our experiments because it achieves a trade-off between the accuracy and speed and is one of the most important detection methods.
Datasets Setup. We evaluate approaches on two famous pedestrian detection benchmarks: Caltech [11] and INRIA [12] . Caltech consists of about 10 hours of 640 × 480 30Hz video sequences. We use Caltech10× set as training sets [18] (enlarge to 672 × 512 pixels for YOLOv2 and set 64 as batch size) and evaluate the performance on the standard test set of 4024 images. INRIA consists of a training set of 1832 images and a test set of 741 images (672 × 992 pixels due to the inconsistent image size and set 32 as batch size).
Experimental Setup. For fair comparisons, we set the same learning rate and follow the standard evaluation metric [19] to get the log-average Miss Rate on False Positive Per Image (FPPI) in [10 −2 , 10 0 ] range. The lower the miss rate, the more accurate the detection method. In particular, we compare the performance of our LWB models against the real-valued models and BWN [4] . The first and the last layers will not be binarized in both BWN and LWB.
Assuming that priority of layer is correlated with the depth of layer, we binarize a few of latter layers together rather than a single layer in the beginning of our binarization process to accelerate. We first binarize the latter 15 layers of YOLOv2 in the initial step and denote the binarized network as "Pre6". Then, we binarize a single remaining shallow layer in each step and denote the binarized network in each step as "Pre5", ... , "Pre1", accordingly. In each step, the binarization result in the previous step is used as the initial point. Convergence Analysis. The curves in Fig. 2 (a) and 2(b) compare our method with its competitors on the average training loss when they are trained based on the two datasets. The red line, green line and blue line indicate the training process of the real-valued network, the BWN network initialized from it and our LWB method, respectively. Our LWB model is more easier to converge due to the accurate initial model "Pre4". In contrast, the training of BWN model needs more iterations to converge, which is consistent with our previous analysis. Further, we compare the three methods on their miss rate under different epochs in Caltech. In Fig. 2(c) , BWN requires more than 30 epochs to find the optimal solution. In contrast, our LWB method and real-valued network only need about 5 epochs to converge. Although the binarization of our LWB method is divided into 6 steps, the total number of training epoch is almost same as that of the BWN, whose miss rate can no longer be reduced with more epochs. Therefore, our LWB method converges more quickly than its competitors and achieves a good trade-off between the accuracy and the efficiency for network binarization.
Comparisons on Performance. Tab. 2 lists the loss of performance and compression ratio obtained by different networks. For Caltech, the miss rate of the model "Pre6" is same as that of the original real-valued model("Ori"), and for INRIA, its miss rate only raises 0.6%. At the same time, model size of "Pre6" has also been greatly reduced from 268.2 MB to 10.5 MB. With the increase of binarized layers (from "Pre6" to "Pre1"), miss rate increases consis- tently while compression ratio increases only a little. In particular, if we set the tolerable threshold of the increase of miss rate as 2%, our LWB method can stop the binarization process at "Pre5" for Caltech and "Pre3" for INRIA, respectively. In this way, we can greatly accelerate our binarization process and achieve a good trade-off between loss of performance and compression ratio of model. Fig. 2(d) compare the increase of miss rate obtained by BWN and our LWB on two datasets. We can find that for "Pre5",..., "Pre1", if we learn them directly from original real-valued network by BWN, the miss rates of those networks are higher than those obtained by our LWB method. As shown in Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3(b) , we compare the performances of real-valued, BWN and LWB of YOLOv2 with the state-of-theart methods. Our LWB model achieves 26.7% and 13.8% miss rate on Caltech and INRIA, which is superior to many existing methods. Although our LWB network is less accurate than MS-CNN [16] and RPN+BF [20] , it achieves a speed of 66 FPS while detecting images of 672 × 512 pixels. In contrast, the speed of MSCNN is only 8 fps and RPN takes up to 0.5 seconds per image. Furthermore, our LWB network only occupies 8.7 MB while many other methods rely on hundreds MB memory usage. Therefore, the experimental result demonstrates that the networks obtained by our LWB method is better which is consistent with above analysis.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a novel and flexible network binarization method named as Layer-wise Binarization (LWB). Based on the concept of layer-wise priority, our method achieves comparable accuracy against full-precision network, resulting in 2× speed up on a NVIDIA Titan GPU and significant memory saving up to 32×. We successfully apply our LWB method to pedestrian detection task and provide a fast and accurate pedestrian detector with model size of 8.7 MB and speed of 66 FPS. In future work, we aim to develop more reasonable metric of priority and more effective control mechanism to achieve the best trade-off between compression ratio and performance.
